unprotected activities, and (2) that he would have
taken adverse action against the miner in any event
for the unprotected activities alone.  On these
issues, the employer must bear the ultimate burden
of persuasion.  It is not sufficient for the employ-
er to show that the miner deserved to have been
fired for engaging in the unprotected activity; if
the unprotected conduct did not originally concern
the employer enough to have resulted in the same
adverse action, we will not consider it.  The em-
ployer must show that he did in fact consider the
employee deserving of discipline for engaging in
the unprotected activity alone and that he would
have disciplined him in any event.  [Emphasis in
original.]
Pittman's Discharge Was Not Motivated By Pittman's Protected
Activity
As indicated in Finding No. 3, supra, Pittman called
Thomas, the mine foreman, on Friday, January 15, 1982, to re-
port that he did not have any air on the section.  The discus-
sion which ensued shows that Thomas inquired about the condi-
tion of Pittman's temporary stoppings and suggested to Pittman
that he had erected them in the wrong places, but Pittman de-
fended his placement of the curtains and contended that his
lack of adequate ventilation would be eliminated only if per-
manent stoppings were installed along the gob line or the
pillared-out area from which they had withdrawn on the previ-
ous day, January 14.  Thomas agreed to send in cinder blocks
for construction of permanent stoppings along the gob line,
but Pittman claims that Thomas told him to produce coal until
such time as the permanent stoppings could be constructed
(Exh. 21) .
As indicated in Finding No. 4, supra, Pittman1s crew pro-
duced 109 shuttle cars of coal on Friday despite the dusty
conditions which prevailed.  The miners produced coal without
adequate ventilation because they understood that Pittman had
been threatened with discharge by Thomas and they did not want
to endanger Pittman's job by refusing to work until adequate
ventilation had been established.  Although Pittman worked on
Saturday, January 16, 1982, which was a nonproducing day, he
worked on an extension of the conveyor belt in 3C Section and
no cinder blocks were sent to his 3B Section on Saturday (Find-
ing No. 5, supra).
On Monday, January 18, 1982, Pittman again failed to find
an adequate velocity of air on his section and again called
Thomas and advised him that he did not have any air on the sec-
tion and again Pittman claims that Thomas asked him to produce
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